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vertebrates except in some snakes, and this was one of the reasons
why the bone was previously identified as the squamosal. The
supratemporal of Utatsusaurus, however, is of moderate size, so
this bone seems to have progressively increased in size in the
Ichthyosauria.
Most major amniote groups, and even some non-amniote tetrapods, have at some time been proposed to be the sister group of
ichthyosaurs5. Although a consensus is emerging that ichthyosaurs
are diapsids5,6,10,11,23, there is still opposition 17,24, largely because of
the lack of information about the basal ichthyosaurs6,17. Two recent
cladistic studies concluded that the Ichthyosauria is the sister group
of the Sauropterygia (which includes plesiosaurs and placodonts),
which together form the sister group of the archosauromorphs10,11.
However, only limited data from basal ichthyosaurs were available
for these studies10,11, and re-examination of one of the data
matrices10 revealed that about a third of the characters would be
coded differently if Utatsusaurus were included. Moreover, this
placement of sauropterygians disagrees with the more widely
accepted hypothesis, in which sauropterygians are more closely
related to lepidosaurs than to archosaurs8,9. To test these competing
hypotheses, we reanalysed two data matrices9,10 by incorporating the
data obtained from the new specimens of Utatsusaurus. In both
cases (Fig. 3), ichthyosaurs appeared within the Diapsida but
outside the Sauria, whereas sauropterygians were separated from
ichthyosaurs and formed a clade with lepidosauromorphs. The new
specimens of Utatsusaurus confirm once again the importance of
basal taxa to the assignments of character polarities and to the
M
outcome of phylogenetic analyses25.
.........................................................................................................................

Methods

Retrodeformation. The effects of tectonic deformation on taxonomy are

important in invertebrate palaeontology26,27. Information available for the
retrodeformation of a vertebrate fossil is usually limited, but the original
shape can be restored with as few as two pairs of measurements7. The dorsal
view of the skull, which is not parallel to the bedding plane, was retrodeformed
according to the measurements from the skull roof itself, as described7. The
image of the entire skeleton along the bedding plane was retrodeformed, based
on measurements from the vertebral centra made according to ref. 28 and
confirmed as described in ref. 7. In both cases, the bilateral symmetry of the
body was well restored.
Phylogenetic analyses. The first phylogenetic hypothesis (Fig. 3a) was
derived by adding the Ichthyosauria to the data matrix of Rieppel and DeBraga9
(see Supplementary Information). Several character codings were amended
according to ref. 29. In addition, the following characters were modified: 30,
there is no supratemporal in sauropterygians (recoded); 33, there is no
posterior process on the jugal in basal ichthyosaurs (new character state
added); 83, the coronoid process is present on the surangular in ichthyosaurs
(new character state added). Two characters, namely (162) short limbs and
(163) short manus/pes, were omitted because limb, manus and pes each
comprise multiple elements, and the whole structure may be shortened in
many different ways; and because such shortenings are also known in other
aquatic tetrapods with different origins, such as cetaceans and mosasaurs, so
they probably reflect aquatic adaptation rather than a common origin. The
second phylogenetic hypothesis (Fig. 3b) was derived by recoding ichthyosaurs
in the data matrix of Caldwell10. Only ichthyosaurian characters were recoded
in the modified character matrix (see Supplementary Information). In both
cases, the ichthyosaurian characters were coded according to Utatsusaurus; in
the absence of information for Utatsusaurus, references were made to successively more derived ichthyosaurs, namely Chensaurus, Cymbospondylus and
Ichthyosaurus. All physlogenetic analyses were made by using the heuristic
search option of PAUP 3.1.1 (100 random addition sequences for both TBR and
SPR)30.
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Population biologists have long been interested in the variability
of natural populations1–6. One approach to dealing with ecological
complexity is to reduce the system to one or a few species, for
which meaningful equations can be solved. Here we explore an
alternative approach7,8 by studying the statistical properties of a
data set containing over 600 species, namely the North American
breeding bird survey9. The survey has recorded annual species
abundances over a 31-year period along more than 3,000 observation routes10. We now analyse the dynamics of population
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variability using this data set, and find scaling features in common
with inanimate systems composed of strongly interacting
subunits11. Specifically, we find that the distribution of changes
in population abundance over a one-year interval is remarkably
symmetrical, with long tails extending over six orders of magnitude. The variance of the population over a time series increases as
a power-law with increasing time lag, indicating long-range
correlation in population size fluctuations12. We also find that
the distribution of species lifetimes (the time between colonization and local extinction) within local patches is a power-law with
an exponential cutoff imposed by the finite length of the time
series. Our results provide a quantitative basis for modelling the
dynamics of large species assemblages.
For each of the approximately 2,500 routes surveyed in a given
year, the North American Breeding Bird Survey (NA BBS) gives
Ns(t), the number of birds of a given species s detected on a given
route in year t. The challenge is to extract information relevant to
population variability from these data.
We are interested in the dynamics, so we must compare values of
Ns(t) in successive years. We form the quantities Rs ðtÞ [ N s ðt þ 1Þ=
N s ðtÞ, which give the rate of increase or decrease of each species on
each route. As population growth is multiplicative, the distribution
of abundance Ns(t) of a species through time is often approximately
log-normal13–15. The ratio of two numbers, each drawn from a lognormal distribution, is also log-normally distributed, so we might
expect that the distribution of Rs(t) would be log-normal as well. We
find that the distribution of Rs(t) is not log-normal, but is instead
power-law, with the tails separated by six orders of magnitude
(Fig. 1a), such that
Ras
if Rs # 1
ð1Þ
PðRs Þ ~
2a
Rs
if Rs $ 1

where the exponent a ¼ 2. Thus, for the species considered here,
there is no characteristic scale of fluctuation in population size, but
instead we find a broad spectrum of growth rates.
We may also consider the more commonly used16,17 logarithm of
the ratio of successive abundances, r s [ log Rs . Equation (1) then
becomes Pðr s Þ ~ expð 2 ajr s jÞ.
What is remarkable about the results shown in Fig. 1a is that,
despite the inclusion of a large number of species, the overall

distribution can be described by relatively simple mathematical
equations. The distribution is highly symmetrical, so exactly as
many species are increasing in abundance as are decreasing.
In this analysis, the quantities Rs(t) and rs(t) measure fluctuations
in population size over a one-year interval. It is also possible to
analyse the data set for an arbitrary time lag Dt, where Dt can take
any value from 1 to 30. We might expect that the variance of the
distribution functions corresponding to Fig. 1a will increase with
the magnitude of Dt (refs 18, 19). We do indeed find an increase
(Fig. 1b), and moreover this increase is a power law of the form
(Dt)2H, where H is the Hurst exponent. For a random walk,
successive changes are uncorrelated. The variance of a random
walk increases at a particular rate H ¼ 0:5. Complex dynamics
generate serial correlations over time so that the variance increases
more rapidly (H . 0:5) or more slowly (H . 0:5) than for a
random walk. For the NA BBS data, we find H ¼ 0:14, a value
considerably smaller than 0.5, which implies the existence of longrange correlations. Correlation in population fluctuations could
also arise from correlations in climate variables that influence
reproduction and mortality20 (for example, the severe North American winter of 1975–1976 is thought to have caused large declines in
the numbers of some resident bird species21–23).
Fluctuations in population size can lead to local extinctions24,25
and turnover in local species composition26. For example, survivorship of local spider populations on Caribbean islands followed a
hollow curve that deviated from exponential27. Differences in
survivorship among species were attributed to different speciesspecific life–history strategies. Local extinction dynamics can also
be studied quantitatively by considering the distribution of ‘lifetimes’ of species within a local region28. We define the lifetime of a
species as t [ t e 2 t c , where tc denotes the year in which the species
colonized a patch (the first year that the species was recorded on a
given route), and te denotes the year that the species became locally
extinct (the last year that the species was recorded on that route).
The distribution of species’ lifetimes for the NA BBS data follows a
Yule distribution described by a power law, modified by an exponential cutoff (Fig. 2a)
PðtÞ ¼ At 2 a e 2 t=tch

ð2Þ

where tch sets the timescale at which the power-law scaling no longer
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growth rate Rs is calculated by dividing species abundances in successive years.

law function of time lag Dt, where Zs [ Ns ðt þ 1Þ 2 Ns ðtÞ. Because the number of

Abundances are taken as the total number of individuals of a particular species

points separated by a given lag Dt decreases rapidly with increasing lag, devia-

counted within each survey route. The histogram values at the centre of the

tions from power-law scaling are expected for lags approaching the 31-year

distribution are probably influenced by Poisson sample error present in small

length of the time series. The slope of 0.28 corresponds to a Hurst exponent of

counts. In a separate analysis, we exclude small counts and find that the tails of

0.14.
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holds owing to the finite size of the data set. We find that
a ¼ 1:61 6 0:02 and tch ¼ 14 years for the NA BBS data. The
parameter A is an arbitrary normalization constant.
The exponential term in equation (2) introduces a characteristic
timescale of tch ¼ 14 years into the distribution of extinction times.
We can test whether the exponential term is due to finite size effects
by plotting a series of lifetime distributions, each computed from
non-overlapping subsets of the time series associated with each
survey route (Fig. 2b). The resulting distributions are increasingly
truncated by the lengths of the time series. When plotted on rescaled
axes (Fig. 2c), the distributions collapse onto a single power-law
curve. Thus, we find that the power-law distribution is unaffected by
shortening the time series; only the exponential term is affected,
suggesting that the power-law behaviour extends beyond the 31year extent of this data set.
The presence of scaling, both in population variability (Fig. 1a)
and in local species’ lifetimes (Fig. 2c), may have implications for
understanding population dynamics in general. Scaling of system
variables is often observed in physical systems that exhibit cooperative behaviour29,30. Scaling arises in these inanimate systems because
each particle interacts directly with a few neighbouring particles and
as these neighbouring particles interact with their neighbours,
interactions can ‘propagate’ long distances, resulting in power-law
distributions. Similarly, species in an ecosystem interact directly
with some (but not all) other species, which in turn interact with
other species so that interactions can ‘propagate’.
Interactions can propagate not only among species in an ecosystem, but through space as well. In both island biogeography31 and
metapopulation theory24, the probability of a patch (island) being
NATURE | VOL 393 | 21 MAY 1998

finite scaling effects, the data collapse onto a single power-law curve. For each

occupied is often modelled by the incidence function Pðxi ¼ 1Þ ¼
ci =ci þ ei , where xi ¼ 1 if the patch is occupied, ci is the colonization
probability, and ei is the extinction probability26,32. On islands,
where distances between populations are large, we expect that the
species lifetime distribution should decay exponentially, because the
probability Pðxi ¼ 1Þ is roughly constant. However, metapopulations are often more strongly coupled than island populations, and
can experience a much stronger ‘rescue effect’33 whereby local
populations are saved from extinction by immigration from
nearby patches. This rescue effect may explain the long-tailed
M
distribution of species lifetimes.
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Herbicide resistance caused
byspontaneousmutationofthe
cytoskeletal protein tubulin

Table 1 Differential sensitivity of the sensitive and resistant biotypes to
dinitroaniline herbicides and to the structurally unrelated pronamide
herbicide
ID50 (mg l−1)

Herbicide
Sensitive

Resistant

R/S*

0.04
0.01
0.55

1.70
0.60
0.59

42.5
60.0
1.1

.............................................................................................................................................................................

Trifluralin
Oryzalin
Pronamide

.............................................................................................................................................................................
The ID50 value was calculated from seedling dose–response curves.
* Ratio of ID50 for resistant biotype to ID50 for susceptible biotype.

response studies in the laboratory6 showed that a dinitroanilineresistant biotype tolerated up to 60-fold higher concentrations of
herbicide than did the dinitroaniline-sensitive biotype, but that
both biotypes were equally sensitive to the structurally unrelated
antimicrotubule herbicide pronamide7 (Table 1). It is reasonable to
propose, in light of the effect of dinitroanilines on plant
microtubules1,8, that a mutation has arisen in a microtubule protein.
In a preliminary investigation we showed that the major a-tubulin
isotype in the resistant biotype had an altered electrophoretic
mobility on two-dimensional gels compared to the isotype of the
sensitive biotype. In further experiments we focused on a molecular
analysis of the a-tubulin genes.
We constructed two complementary DNA libraries in UniZAP
vectors (Stratagene), using poly(A)+ RNA isolated from seedlings
derived from selfed sensitive and resistant biotypes. The sensitivebiotype library was probed with radiolabelled Zmtua1, a maize atubulin cDNA clone9. We obtained 13 clones that hybridized to the
maize a-tubulin probe. DNA sequencing revealed that 11 of the 13
cDNA clones had identical 39 non-coding regions, indicating that
these represented the most prevalent a-tubulin transcript. This
group included the full-length cDNA clone EiStua1. The remaining
two clones were distinct from the prevalent cDNA and from each
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Egham, Surrey TW20 0EX, UK
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The dinitroaniline herbicides (such as trifluralin and oryzalin)
have been developed for the selective control of weeds in arable
crops. However, prolonged use of these chemicals has resulted in
the selection of resistant biotypes of goosegrass, a major weed.
These herbicides bind to the plant tubulin protein but not to
mammalian tubulin1. Here we show that the major a-tubulin gene
of the resistant biotype has three base changes within the coding
sequence. These base changes swap cytosine and thymine, most
likely as the result of the spontaneous deamination of methylated
cytosine. One of these base changes causes an amino-acid change
in the protein: normal threonine at position 239 is changed to
isoleucine. This position is close to the site of interaction between
tubulin dimers in the microtubule protofilament. We show that
the mutated gene is the cause of the herbicide resistance by using
it to transform maize and confer resistance to dinitroaniline
herbicides. Our results provide a molecular explanation for the
resistance of goosegrass to dinitroanaline herbicides, a phenomenon that has arisen, and been selected for, as a result of repeated
exposure to this class of herbicide.
The dinitroaniline herbicides disrupt meristem development in
the roots and shoots as a result of the net depolymerization of
cellular microtubules2,3. The repeated use of the dinitroaniline
herbicides on the cotton and soybean fields in North America has
resulted in the appearance of biotypes of goosegrass, Eleusine indica
(Fig. 1), that have evolved resistance to the herbicides4–6. Dose–
260

Figure 1 Dinitroaniline-sensitive (S) and -resistant (R) biotypes of Eleusine indica
(goosegrass). a, S and R biotypes grown to maturity in the absence of herbicide.
b, S and R biotypes grown on a discriminatory dose of trifluralin (1 mg l−1).
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